Intentionality

"Prayer
is one of
the most
powerful
tools we
have"
CA D E T G E S S I CA P I E R R E

In our interview with Cadet Gessica Pierre,
she shared that she's using her time
during the pandemic to intentionally pray
for and reach out to others. In this section,
you'll find ideas and sample messages
that will help you connect with and care
for those in your community!
The Bible is chock full of verses that command
us to love and encourage one another, to lift
each other up and bear each other's burdens.
But when the world seems to be falling apart
and so much in our lives seem uncertain, how
do we begin to shift and expand our focus to
include others?

Praying for Others

As Cadet Pierre said, "Prayer is one of the
most powerful tools we have," and it's
among the easiest ways that we can care
for others. The list below offers a wide
variety of people to pray for. As you read
through it, challenge yourself to identify
names for each bullet point, consider the
situation they're in and pray for them. Try
incorporating a few names into your daily
prayer time - we've even made a free print
to help you keep track, available at the end
of this section.

Love your
neighbor as
yourself
MARK 12:31
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Is over the age of 60
Recently lost their job
Is sick
Is quarantined alone
Is home teaching their kids
[Whose] Marriage is suffering
Is separated from loved ones
Is serving on the front lines
[Whose] Business is suffering
Is a government leader
Is serving overseas
Is experiencing intense anxiety
Is battling depression
Was looking forward to summer camp
Works at a grocery or 'essential' store
Is pregnant or has a newborn
Had to cancel their wedding
Lives in your neighborhood
Works in law enforcement
Works in transportation
Is in a life transition
Operates a small business
Is probably not safe at home
Resides in a nursing home
Is getting ready to go to college
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You haven't touched base with in forever
You feel is unkind to you
Is a youth at your corps
Works with you
Oversees your health (your doctor, etc)
Is a teacher or works for a school district
Makes deliveries to your house/work
Has lost loved ones and is grieving
Is the primary caretaker of a relative
Is retired
Is part of your family
You've cut ties with
Is going through a divorce
Is struggling with change/the unknown
Is struggling with their faith
Is struggling with their sexuality
Has mentored you
Is a church leader
Is a person of color
Is raising a person of color
Is learning about racism
Was a victim of violence
Is in a position to make change
Has different beliefs than you

The Salvationist should
cultivate this friendly
spirit because of the
comfort it will bring to
him, and also to others,
in the everyday sorrows
and trials of life... In these
trying hours, how welcome
is the practical, loving
friendship which soothes
the wounded spirit, cheers
the despairing heart and
smooths the dying pillow!
Then, how marvelous is
the influence for good
which this friendly spirit
exerts on the ungodly
world around us!
W I L L I A M B O OT H

Reaching out to Others

It's safe to say that we didn't expect our
lives to be disrupted quite as long as they
have. As we go forward, keep in mind that
- between the pandemic and protests everyone at your corps and in your
community is struggling in some way. Be
intentional about checking in with them
once or twice a week. Find ways, however
small, to anchor them during this storm.
Help them feel neither forgotten or alone, but
instead, accepted, loved and supported.
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Sending a text. Share a funny joke, ask
for a tv show or recipe recommendation,
or simply inquire into what they've been
up to. Offer words of encouragement,
share a Bible verse or even a favorite
memory of that person/their family! Ask
them how they're really doing and how
you can pray for them.
Offering support. Reach out and let them
know you're sorry for what they must
be experiencing and that you want to
support them. Let them tell you how you
can do that in the best way.
Engaging with them on social media.
'Like' and comment on content they
share, tag them in something you think
they'd enjoy, or simply send a message!

Love not
in word but
in deed

1 JOHN 3:18
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Gifting them something. Run by their
house and drop off a plant, baked goods,
toilet paper or cleaning supplies. Send
them a digital gift card to UberEats.
Order games or small toys off Amazon
and ship them to their house as a nice
surprise for the kids (and a welcome
break to parents!).
Gifting them your time. Mow their lawn,
wash their car; offer to run to the store
for them or do any errands they need.
Play your instrument (or get a little
group together) outside their house or
even in your own neighborhood. Visit
those in assisted living centers/nursing
homes, even if it's simply chatting
through a window.
Teaching them something new. Do you
have a talent, skill or interest that you
can share? Create a video or go 'live' and
show how to make a DIY project, cook an
interesting recipe, meal-prep or even go
through an exercise routine together!
Listen. Listen to the stories and
experiences of others. Put their
feelings ahead of your own by not
taking personal offense or doubting or
discrediting what they've gone through.
Demonstrating compassion and sincere
interest. Reach out to friends who you
know need a safe place to lament and
process all that is going on in the world
right now. Welcome dialogue - discuss
and pray over the things that cause fear
and concern and assure each other you'll
walk through it together.

Be mindful, as you reach out to others, that
you don't make it about you. Be kind, patient
and compassionate. Know that everyone's
going through a hard time and it's okay if
they don't respond or react in a manner you
expect. Your messages may go unanswered,
your gifts may never elicit 'thank you's', and
your attempts to engage may fall flat. It's
okay. Keep going.

